GHPYH Organization Survey
2018-2019 Season
Prepared from Survey Responses in Feb/Mar 2019
Prepared by: Chris Baker

Survey Profile (2018-2019)
• 102 Total Responses

• 93 responses in 2018
• 94 responses in 2016
• 124 Responses in 2015

• Participation across age groups
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mites – 40
Squirts – 22
Peewee – 19
Bantam – 18
Midget – 2
Other - 1

• Tenured Parents Continue drive the participation
•
•
•
•
•

(2.9 yrs average tenure of respondants)
1 Year – 18
2 Years – 21
3 Years – 24
4+ Years – 39
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Summary Profile Continued
• 1-5 Scale
• 1 = Most Favorable response
• 5 = Least Favorable response

• Outliers looked at in more detail.
• Verbatim (worded responses) Reviewed individually to spot trends
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High Level Sumamry
• NPS Score of 44
• 2018 - 54
• 2016 - 48
• 2015 - 38

• This means more people are favorable, vs. unfavorable
• 55 Promotors (Score 9-10)
• 32 Neutral (7-8)
• 13 Detractors (0-6)

• Outliers looked at in more detail.
• Verbatim (worded responses) Reviewed individual to spot trends
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Coaches and Childs Development
Enjoyed Hockey
Skills Improved
Coaches were effecitve
Fair Ice time
Organized Practices
HC was effective Communicator
Coaches had positive Attitude
Coaches treated Equally

Coaching Staff and Childs Development
Weighted Average
Positive Neutral Negative Variance to 2018
2019 2018 2016 2015
1.26 1.43 1.32 1.31
95%
1%
4%
(0.17)
1.43 1.5 1.49 1.65
91%
6%
3%
(0.07)
1.56 1.61 1.48 1.65
87%
5%
8%
(0.05)
1.42 1.25 1.35 1.53
89%
5%
6%
0.17
1.71 1.49 1.4 1.74
83%
6%
11%
0.22
1.68 1.55 1.47 1.61
83%
5%
12%
0.13
1.27 1.42 1.47 1.45
94%
5%
1%
(0.15)
1.37 1.38 1.37 1.48
92%
3%
5%
-

• At least 97 responses to each
• 1-5 Scale
• 1 Most favorable

• About even with Prior Year
• Very Favorable across the board

• Areas to improve
• Effective coaching
• Having fun???
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Coaches and Childs Development
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Coaches and Childs Development
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Questions About Organization
Received Good Value
Contracted Skills Sessions
Coaches Skill Sessions
Quantity of Practice Hours
Practice Scheduling (convenience)
Team Parity (Within age group)
VHL League Parity
Tryout / Selection Process
Accessibility of the Board
Communication From the Board
Summer Skills

Organization Questions
Variance to 2018
Weighted Average Above Meeting Below
2019 2018 2016 2015
0.17
8%
44%
48%
2.42 2.25 2.2 2.68
(0.52)
2%
39%
51%
2.15 2.67 2.13 2.29
0.13
12%
46%
42%
2.56 2.43 2.41 2.88
0.13
12%
51%
37%
2.59 2.46 2.33 2.83
0.04
6%
56%
38%
2.55 2.51 2.34 2.61
(0.13)
5%
60%
35%
2.56 2.69 2.6 2.74
(0.05)
10%
57%
33%
2.61 2.66 2.54 2.62
(0.22)
11%
56%
33%
2.67 2.89 2.92 3.01
0.05
1%
55%
44%
2.4 2.35 2.25 2.45
0.03
1%
46%
53%
2.27 2.24 2.16 2.39
(0.42)
4%
38%
58%
2.21 2.63 2.33 N/A

• Slightly down in all areas
but tryouts
• Notable sections
• Pride Hockey > Hill
• Practice Scheduling and
quantity about even

• Most Responses see us as
Average
• We should view Meeting
Expectations as favorable
responses

Questions About Organization

Questions About Organization

Items We Have Added Recently or Asked
about
Should we continue them?

•

Answered: 92 Skipped: 1

What Else could we add?
Response
Bantam 1
Bantam 1
Bantam 2
Learn to Skate

Mite 1
Mite 2
Mite 2
Mite 4/Gold
Mite 4/Green
Peewee 2

Peewee 3
Squirt 1
Squirt 2
Squirt 2
Squirt 3

(What else would you like us to add?)
Full ice practice once a month
I would prefer to see an increase in tuition to cover fund rainsing activities.
Do a float in the Christmas parade to promote the program
Most don’t apply because we are in learn to skate
I understand the issues with scheduling ice time and the logistical planning that goes into allocating ice time. However, if there
are any creative solutions to the issue of losing practice time as the season progresses, I know many of the coaches and parents
would be interested in exploring ways to keep adequate practice time. Especially at the mite level, I would argue the practice
time is more important than the games.
Only disappointment was losing practice/ice time once high school season started. Would like to find a way to maintain 2
practices and 1 skill session throughout the entire season
Perhaps a more formal Christmas party at the rink
Bruins Alumni game
My scores for the coaching staff does not include Mark Ringuette who stepped up and took over the ream for the end of the
season. He did a great job and I appreciated what he did.
I would like to see the Pride Hockey skills go through the whole season!!
Maybe a few skills sessions dedicated to positions i.e. offense, defense etc. Skills and techniques unique to those parts of the
game. Maybe use every 3rd week where techniques, not so much the skills needed but the techniques of each part of the game.
Bowl-a-thon, night at the horses(Horse race). Halloween party for Peewee level and below.
goalie skills during the week instead of or in addition to sundays, callup ability for goalies, teaching team defense and
backchecking
Off ice training
Different amounts for payment plans

Q6: This question Relates to Summer Skills. If
given the option, please select your preference
• Answered: 102 Skipped: 0

Q7: This question Relates to both skills sessions
(Summer and Fall). If given the
option, please select your preference
• Answered: 102 Skipped: 0

Overall Experience
• 94% Meets/Favorable
Child rating
• 2018 – 91%
• 2016 – 92.5%
• 2015 - 91%

• 90% Meets/Favorable
Parent rating
• 2018 – 90%
• 2016 – 91%
• 2015 - 89%

What Else Could We do? (Open Ended)
Team

What else could we do to improve the experience of players and parents of the Greater Haverhill Pentucket Youth Hockey Organization?
Host a 3v3 half ice tournament, Thunder players only, possibly for a good cause? Intermix 1's, 2's, and 3's together for tournament. It would also be nice if you could add a one week hockey
camp during the summer...2 hrs a day, 4-5 days of the week. The skills are great but continuing to scrimmage in games is lost in the off season. I think a lot of parents would be interested in a
Mite 1
1 week camp on top of the 9 weeks of skills.
I think the coaching needs to be more consistent and the board should be involved more in how the coaches coach. We had a wonderful experience with the mite 1 coaches but I heard other
Mite 1
parents say their experience was not the same with their teams coaches
I would love for “thunderwear” to be available all season long! Can we team up with a local printing shop so people can access this? I will gladly take this on if interested. Also, I wish there
Mite 1
was a used equipment swap again this year.
need better rules for players outside the league all of a sudden playing in playoffs. That's not fair! doesn't matter if they pay. thyere should be a minimum number of games someone has
Mite 1
to play in order to qualify for playoffs, regardless of the division!
Mite 1
Scrimmage practices with other teams Occasional specialized practice (ie. shooting, stick handling)
Mite 2
Great Experience. Go Thunder!
Mite 2
I want to stress how important it is to have Pride hockey working with the players as opposed to the coaches practices. We saw a decline in teams abilities after Pride was stopped.
Just want to comment that Coach Andriolo and Coach Harb were amazing with the kids. Coach Andriolo really took the time to understand what each kid on the team had as a strength and
weakness and worked to make each one of those kids get the most out of the season. My child improved immensely this year and had a blast, and I know it was because of the phenomenal
Mite 2
coaching that he had. Kudos to Brian and Steve - GHYPH is lucky to have them.
Our team atmosphere was great! Kids improved dramatically and had a blast and coaches were excellent. Lost ice in January definitely had impact. Program is great and organized, but could
Mite 2
do more to build a community environment.
Mite 2
the website is a bit disorganized. board members and positions aren't listed, and some other links haven't been updated in a few years.
Be more cautious of who you choose to assist the head coach. Be cautious of making some of the mite coaches (mites 2&3) coaches in the higher levels. They do not all belong in that
Mite 3
position. We are in no way refering to Coach Matt Boucher. He's great with the kids. Knowledgeable, patient, and fair.
Do a better job with coach selection. My son's head coach was non existent and did not communicate at all. When he did show ( about 25% of the time) all he did was disrupt what the other
Mite 3
coaches had been working on. I wonder what he would of done if others didn't step up and coach. Nice enough guy but terrible coach.
Mite 3
My son has had a great season and loved every second of it! We are super appreciative of Tom Hebert and Jay grasso!!
Mite 4/Green I thought everyone did a great job this season
More experienced coaches should be assigned to the new mite 4 coaches to be sure the beginning of the season goes we’ll and the kids are trending in the right direction. It’s not about
hockey knowledge, it’s about being engaged with the kids and communicating with the parents. For many families, this is the first impression of the program and I fear this season it was not
Mite 4/Green all positive.
My son had a wonderful time playing because he made so many friends. I was very disappointed though in the coaching staff and the practices. The first head coach barely showed up and
rarely engaged with the children- he was more interested in his cell phone during games. Thankfully someone else stepped up and provided the team with some consistency and someone
who seemed like they wanted to be there. If a board member attended a game or practice maybe they could have addressed the problem sooner. My son didn’t even know who his coach
was until coach ringette stepped up. Also for practice, I’ve seen other teams practicing at the mite level and there was much more structure. For the mite 4, the kids stood in line for too long
and not enough actual practice occurred. Again if a board member made a point to come to one game and one practice per team without notifying the coach, then these issues could have
been addressed. We’re Staying with the organization because we’ve had great experiences in the past but if this is someone’s first experience with the program then they may make the
Mite 4/Green assumption that the entire program has issues with coaches. That’s how people are lost and don’t return for the next season. There needs to be a standard of some sort for the coaches.

What Else Could We do? (Open Ended)
Team
Squirt 1
Squirt 1
Squirt 1
Squirt 2

Squirt 2
Squirt 2

Squirt 2

Squirt 2
Squirt 3

What else could we do to improve the experience of players and parents of the Greater Haverhill Pentucket Youth Hockey Organization?
Better communication at the coaching level, Team building practice plans for none skills night. Enforcing the conduct code for parent... it was embarrassing to sit in
the stands this year, so much so we are trying out for another program to have a back up plan if this continues.
Communication is key weekly from coach or manager of team
Police the parents better. The stands during games were a joke. And many repeat offenders year after year.
As a whole the on ice product is great, only thing i think the kids could benefit from would be to better understand positioning with an understanding of lanes the
duties of each position and responsibilities of those positions at both ends of the ice.
Please keep team practices on a consistent week-night so that we can fully commit to them and plan around it. Last fall it swapped between Thursdays and Fridays
and after the new year it swapped between Thursdays and Wednesdays. We set aside Tuesdays and Thursdays for hockey thinking that was the commitment
expected of us. We can count on the consistency of the skills practice day/time. However, there was little consistency for the week-day team practice, so those were
difficult to attend consistently. With only one parent to drive kids to activities, week-day practices that weren’t on Thursdays were nearly impossible to get to. It’s
NOT that we are not committed or that we don’t care about the team. It’s just that we need to be fair to get siblings to their own activities.
Require parents to act appropriately in the stands. I heard numerous parents yell at their and other kids ALL season. It was embarrassing. Some would yell at the
coaches about line changes and tell their kids where to play during the game. YOUR KIDS CAN'T HEAR YOU! Be quiet and enjoy the game.
Run more organized practices, skate the kids more for conditioning, hold his accountable if they aren't paying attention at practice and make them skate a lap,
increase ice time based off of how hard a kid works at practice not because his dad is one of the coaches, never scrimmage without a whistle and blow it every time a
player is out of position. Scrimmages were used to fill time during SKILLS instead of working on skating (unconditioned kids was the reason we lost most games in the
3rd). There isn't enough skating WITH a puck drills, working corners and winning battle drills either.
the following things would be helpful, better goalie discount, goalie specific practices during the week instead of sunday mornings because of too many game time
and travel conflicts, please allow goalie callups in fall during parity like the skaters get, possiblly use stop it goaltending like other programs offer at discounted rate,
an option for part time and full time goalie at the squirt level, better communication for goalie needs at skills and for practices so goalies can skate out, during
practices use some time on team defense to have the goalie for more than target practice and learn team concepts, for fundraising maybe add mini sticks and pucks
with Thunder logo. our overall experience was great beacuse we have a good group of kids, coaches and families. we enjoyed spending time with all during the
season and the kids had fun.
Provide coaches with info or a training session on how to coach/handle players with special needs. You also need to have a zero tolerance policy for bullying within
the teams and provide coaches and parents resources for when this happens.

What Else Could We do? (Open Ended)
Team

What else could we do to improve the experience of players and parents of the Greater Haverhill Pentucket Youth Hockey Organization?

Peewee 1
Peewee 2
Peewee 2
Peewee 2
Peewee 3
Peewee 3

I think my son's coaching staff on Peewee 1 is excellent. The 8 PM skill sessions and practices were difficult for my family. By the time my son
actually got to sleep on those nights, it was much later than normal "bed time." The following mornings were often brutal and he even missed
school at least twice because he was so tired. I understand the rink is shared by many groups and scheduling is difficult. I also know Ward Hill is
a busy place. Still, though, the practices beginning at 8 PM or later were very problematic for us.
Grace had an amazing year and hopefully will be with these coaches next year.
Make sure we have a goalie for every team!
Team building/bonding
Handle problem parents who are repeat offenders better, they make for a stressful playing,coaching and viewing experience and embarrass our
not sure

Peewee 3
Peewee 3
Peewee 3

Regarding my disagreements above, I think it is imperative even at the Pee Wee level that every player gets relatively the same amount of
playing time. We all pay the same fees so to single out players or lines to get more playing time doesn't serve the team or those individuals well.
At least it didn't seem to this season. Everyone needs to play to get better. The only other thing I would add is maybe set the lines later in the
season. I think this team could have benefited from having more experimentation earlier in the year with different line combinations.
Stop coach favoritism. Allow equal playing time. Very disgusted at this years ice time. - Unfair line changes. This is not the NHL- all children
should have equal playing time doesn't matter on level. Understand last 2-3 mins of third period but not all game.
Unsure

What Else Could We do? (Open Ended)
Team

What else could we do to improve the experience of players and parents of the Greater Haverhill
Pentucket Youth Hockey Organization?

Bantam 1 Program of each player profile favorite player, food, movie, book, ect. Parents first name and picture
Thunder Hockey has been a very good experience for my son. It's a great value, and while I thought the
late practices and games were hard to fit into my schedule (especially 9pm on week nights and
Sundays) I can recommend the league for anyone looking to get their kids into hockey w/o spending as
much on private club teams. The only reason my son is not signing up next year is that he will be in
10th grade and is too old. Thank you to the BOD and all the volunteers who made out experience so
Bantam 1 great these last several years.
Having the kids wear the HPThunder shirts to get into a HHS game for free was good. We should try to
work with the ADs of HHS and PHS and see how we can work closer together to help assist their
Bantam 2 programs in the future.
Personally, I believe we should change the paractices. The drills that they have been doing for years
are ineffective and outdated. More drill variety needs to be introduced. As well as, more concentration
Bantam 2 on teaching players proper positioning, structure and hockey knowledge.
Bantam 3 Keep doing what your doing
Past 3 years no tournament for our team, my son hears about other teams tournaments and wonders
Bantam 3 why his team doesn’t get one.

What Else Could We do? (Open Ended)
Team

What else could we do to improve the experience of players and parents of the Greater Haverhill
Pentucket Youth Hockey Organization?

Our experience is with your Learn To Skate program. The positives far outweigh any negatives.
Watching kids go from being in able to stand when taking the ice for the first time - to skating drills - to
minor puck drills - all in a matter of 15wks (and counting) shows the atmosphere and structure you
provide. The two coaches we’ve gotten to know (Magnus, Ben) as the boys advance through the
program have been nothing but positive and encouraging. It’s everything a learn to skate program
should be. Simple and light yet able to develop enrollees into skaters. One weekend your kid is
holding onto a milk crate, the next he’s got his first hockey stick in his hand chasing a puck in a mini
scrimmage. To see that type of development makes it all worth it. The only two areas of improvement
that I see are 1) making sure the teens that are on the ice as part of the staff helping out are not
screwing around. They are pre-teens and I saw many of them helping kids throughout the program but you see a few screwing around while kids are flopping around of the ice unnoticed. That’s
adolescences so comes with the territory. But the majority of the pre-teens were engaged and just as
helpful as the coaches. And 2) is that in conversation with other parents I realized the Thunder program
was emailing parents updates and I was not receiving them. Maybe have a program staff member go
around and (while shaking hands/ kissing babies) ask parents if they are getting the emails. Now, if
tthose are my biggest complaints then clearly the learn to skate program is everything you want when
you enroll yours kids. It’s down to earth and simple. When I read the survey it said to make suggestions
Learn to so I thought why not throw in a idea or two on any type of possible improvement. But overall we
Skate
couldn’t be happier. It’s a great structure for entry level skaters.

Next Steps
• Publish Survey Responses
• Determine items to action for 2019/2020 Season quickly
• Repeat Survey Annually??
• Do we skip a year or continue?
• Try to keep consistent to allow for baseline comparisons

